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INTRODUCTION

This briefing is submitted by Amnesty International in advance of the adoption by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereafter, the Committee) of a list of issues prior to the Committee’s consideration of the People’s Republic of China’s second periodic report on its implementation of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (hereafter, the Covenant). The briefing presents some of Amnesty International’s main concerns on China’s failure to adequately implement Articles 2, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12 and 13 of the Covenant. In particular, Amnesty International is concerned about forced evictions in China, the continuing use of forced labour in administrative detention and of the household registration (in Chinese, hukou) system that ties individuals and families to particular urban or rural categories, regardless of where they reside and work.

This briefing also includes a section on China’s extraterritorial obligations and a section on the implementation of the Covenant rights in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (Hong Kong SAR) as they relate to migrant domestic workers.
SECTION 1
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COVENANT IN MAINLAND CHINA

1. ARTICLES 6 AND 7—FORCED LABOUR IN ADMINISTRATIVE DETENTION

The possible abolition of Re-education Through Labour, a form of punitive administrative detention, that includes detention without trial and forced labour, is currently again the subject of legal debate in China. In January 2013, the Chinese Communist Party’s National Conference on Political and Legal Work announced four areas that are a priority for reform this year; these included Re-education Through Labour and the household registration (hukou) system. Indeed, the head of the Chinese Communist Party’s central Political Legal Committee Meng Jianzhu was quoted in the press saying that China will “stop” using Re-education Through Labour by the end of 2013 and once the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress approves it.\(^1\) However, the authorities have not made public the details of their plan for the abolition or significant reform of Re-education Through Labour.

Under the current system, public security officials (police) can assign people up to four years in Re-education Through Labour without trial or judicial overview. People who are assigned to Re-education Through Labour are accused of minor offences which do not amount to “crime” and which therefore are not prosecuted under the Chinese criminal justice system. The system is also often used against perceived “troublemakers”, activists and human rights defenders, as well as *falun gong* practitioners and others who practice their religion outside officially sanctioned channels.

People assigned to Re-education Through Labour are typically forced to work for many hours a day, often up to 16 hours or until they meet their “quota”, frequently under extremely harsh and unsafe working conditions, and for little or no pay. The type of work they are required to undertake includes manufacturing small electronics and clothing and packaging goods. Despite often having to work with hazardous, materials, inmates are given little or no safety equipment. In addition to systematic torture of political prisoners, inmates may be beaten by guards or other inmates for minor infractions or simply at random.\(^2\)

Furthermore, Re-education Through Labour inmates report extremely poor living conditions. They are sometimes held in excessively overcrowded cells, often made to sleep on hard boards with inadequate bedding, and are sometimes not able to go to the toilets freely. They are being fed inadequately on a nutrient poor diet of rice or bread, with small quantities of vegetables and generally no meat. They are also typically not provided with basic necessities such as soap, toothpaste, and shampoo but have to purchase these at a “store” within the facility with money provided by relatives. However, items in these stores are reported to be extremely expensive and money provided to inmates by their families often “disappears” from their “accounts”.\(^3\)
Amnesty International notes with concern that following the abolition in 2003 of Custody and Repatriation, another form of administrative detention that targeted vagrants, migrants and others without fixed abode, the authorities resorted to the use of “black jails” – unofficial and often make-shift detention facilities – to arbitrarily detain and forcibly remove from Beijing petitioners (people who travel to Beijing from other localities in China to seek redress from the central authorities for perceived injustices). Amnesty International has already obtained some evidence that Chinese authorities are making use of the country’s compulsory drug rehabilitation centres – yet another form of administrative detention where inmates are required to undertake forced labour – in place of Re-education Through Labour facilities.

The reform of Re-education Through Labour was on China’s legislative agenda between 2005-2010 but to date has not resulted in any concrete reforms. In 2005, the Legislative Committee of China’s National People’s Congress was reportedly drafting the Illegal Behaviour Correction Law to replace the legislation on Re-education Through Labour. The draft Illegal Behaviour Correction Law was never made public; however, public commentary at the time on its proposed contents suggested that it was unlikely to meet international human rights law and standards. In the following years, the process to reform or abolish Re-education Through Labour stalled and Re-education Through Labour continues to be widely used as an administrative, punitive measure. During China’s first Universal Periodic Review (UPR) in 2009, a Chinese Ministry of Justice representative stated that at the end of 2008, approximately 190,000 individuals were being held in China’s 320 Re-education Through Labour facilities. More recently, Chinese authorities have been quoted in the media citing significantly lower numbers for Re-education Through Labour inmates. The difference in numbers may be explained by differences between aggregated and disaggregated data. For example in Guangdong province where Re-education Through Labour facilities are operated as joint compulsory drug rehabilitation facilities, the majority (80 per cent) of people are in compulsory drug treatment and not considered to be serving Re-education Through Labour terms. Previously, the number of Re-education Through Labour inmates included all people held in such facilities. However, it is clear that even on the lowest estimates provided by the government tens of thousands of individuals are still being subjected to forced labour under the Re-education Through Labour system and other forms of administrative detention.

Since November 2011, four cities in China have reportedly been running pilot projects related to the reform of Re-education Through Labour; however, little is known about these projects, including whether they involve forced labour practices or not. According to Wang Gongyi, formerly from the Ministry of Justice policy research centre, the “correction centres [trialed in the pilot projects] do not have iron bars on the windows or doors and inmates are permitted to go home at the weekend.”

China has not ratified ILO Convention No 29 on forced labour as recommended by the Committee in its 2005 Concluding Observations (despite it being one of the fundamental conventions), nor have they implemented the recommendation of the Special Rapporteur on Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, following his visit to China in 2005, to abolish Re-education Through Labour and similar forms of re-education in prisons, pre-trial detention centres and psychiatric hospitals.

Amnesty International has systematically over the years called on the Chinese authorities to abolish Re-education Through Labour and other forms of punitive administrative detention.
2. ARTICLES 2, 10, 11, 12 AND 13 – HOUSEHOLD REGISTRATION (HUKOU)

Amnesty International is concerned that in its current state, China’s household registration (hukou) system continues to enable and facilitate discrimination based on social origin – namely a person’s birthplace and their “urban” or “rural” status. Individuals’ access to education, health care and housing are tied to their permanent household registration status. People with “rural” status are afforded different welfare benefits and services than those on “urban” status. Moreover, the vast majority of China’s hundreds of millions of internal migrant workers come from rural areas to work or look for work in a city. Even those internal migrant workers who obtain a temporary household registration in the location of their employment, or their children, are not able to access benefits and services in the city where they live and work in full, or have to pay for the services unlike people with permanent urban status who can access the same services for free.

As mentioned above, the reform of China’s household registration system is one of the priority areas on the government’s agenda for reform this year. Again, little is known about the details of planned reforms. According to unconfirmed media reports, the authorities plan to replace the household registration system with national residence permits as a way to encourage further urbanization and subsequently, economic development. The authorities have said that reform of the household registration system will take a long time but no detailed timeline for the reform has been made public.

China’s household registration system has been gradually relaxed in the past decades since the 1990s. In addition, the authorities have experimented with changes to the household registration system through local level schemes. These reforms have focussed on allowing increased movement of rural residents to urban areas while still maintaining control over internal migration to cities. The reforms have not dealt with addressing discrimination that rural migrants face in urban areas or providing increased resources for health and education in rural areas.

Amnesty International has recommended to the Chinese government to reform the household registration system with a view to removing administrative categories based on social origin that can be used as a basis for discrimination, and to remove discriminatory eligibility barriers to accessing urban health schemes and compulsory education as well as discriminatory fees based on a person’s – or in the case of a child, their parents’ – permanent household registration status.

3. ARTICLE 11.1 – FORCED EVICTIONS

Despite international scrutiny and censure of incidents of forced eviction of people from their homes and farmland amid preparations for the Beijing Olympics in 2008, the pace of forced evictions has not subsided. On the contrary, Chinese housing rights activists, lawyers and academics report that such abuses remain widespread and that the problem has intensified over the past four years amid a nationwide construction boom that has spurred as the local authorities attempt to cover debt incurred during the global financial crisis. Amnesty International is concerned that the forced eviction of people from their homes and farmland has become a routine occurrence in China. The Chinese authorities have not made public official statistics or disaggregated data on evictions or homelessness across the country as was recommended by the Committee in its 2005 Concluding Observations; but Amnesty
International estimates that in the past four years, millions of people across the country have been forced from their homes without appropriate legal protection and safeguards.

Chinese authorities fail people at every stage of the eviction process. Numerous examples, documented in detail in Amnesty International’s report Standing Their Ground, suggest that Chinese citizens are rarely legitimately consulted prior to evictions and that there is little to no transparency over the proposed evictions in most cases. Local authorities routinely neglect to convene public hearings and according to residents and advocates interviewed by Amnesty International for the above-mentioned report, on the rare occasions that the authorities do convene public hearings the meetings are only for show during which no objections or alternatives are considered. Most typically, residents learn that they are facing eviction only by word of mouth or by the sudden appearance of a poster on a neighbourhood wall just weeks or days before demolition of their homes is scheduled.

After evictions are announced, local authorities and developers typically begin a concerted campaign to persuade residents to sign papers agreeing to surrender their property and accept a usually inadequate compensation or resettlement offer. Many residents quickly submit and move out. Those who resist are subjected to a range of high-pressure tactics aimed at forcing them to cooperate. Amnesty International has been told of many instances where the authorities have cut services such as water, heat and electricity in an attempt to drive residents out of their homes. Civil servants who resist face reprisals or dismissal from their jobs. Often, the authorities target family members in an attempt to put pressure on evictees.

In a number of cases, these campaigns to pressure residents into surrendering their property escalate into violence. People facing evictions have been beaten, abducted, murdered, and in at least one case, buried alive by an excavator. In many cases, violence is carried out by state actors such as police, chengguan (“urban management” para-police) or other government employees. In other cases, local authorities have colluded with developers to hire thugs to intimidate and rough up residents. In such cases, police often refuse to respond to calls for help. The incidents are rarely investigated and perpetrators brought to justice except when a case involves a particularly violent incident that receives a lot of public attention.

Amnesty International has recommended to the government to immediately halt all forced evictions, and to develop and adopt guidelines for evictions based on the Basic Principles on Development-Based Evictions and Displacement of the UN Special Rapporteur on adequate housing as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, and the right to non-discrimination in this context that comply with international standards.

In January 2011, China’s central government issued regulations outlawing the use of violence in urban evictions and granting urban home-owners facing evictions new protections, including the right to air grievances in public hearings, file legal appeals and receive adequate compensation based on market value. Before enacting the regulations, the State Council published two drafts in January and December 2010 and sought broad public feedback on each version. The State Council received more than 100,000 comments, most of which raised concerns over forced evictions and unfair compensation.

The 2011 Regulations on the Expropriation of Houses on State-owned Land and
Compensation were a step towards protecting China’s urban residents from forced evictions and included several positive provisions. However, the implementation of these regulations has been poor. Furthermore, the regulations do not provide protection to tenants or rural residents.

In order to extend similar protections to rural residents, the Chinese authorities need to first revise the Land Administration Law. In November 2012, the State Council put forward to the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress proposed draft amendments to the Land Administration Law. The proposed revisions to the law have not been made public but they are expected to provide legal protections against forced eviction and increased compensation to rural residents.

Amnesty International has recommended that the Chinese government explicitly prohibit forced evictions in law and ensure that adequate safeguards and protections are put in place in line with international law and standards, and that they develop and adapt concrete and effective measures to guarantee a minimum degree of security of tenure to the entire population, sufficient at least to protect them from forced evictions and other threats and harassment.

**BARRIES TO ACCESSING EFFECTIVE REMEDIES**

Under Chinese law, property owners have the right to challenge government-requested evictions on grounds that the compensation is unfair, the expropriation of land would be illegal or if the government has violated the law in the expropriation process. However, in practice only a few lawyers are willing to take up forced eviction cases for fear of losing their professional licences or other repercussions. Similarly, courts seldom accept forced eviction cases as China’s “adjudication committees” create opportunities for both the local government and Chinese Communist Party to exert undue influence over the handling of individual cases by courts.

People may also petition the government at the same time or as an alternative to pursuing justice through courts. The extra-judicial process of petitioning – a right guaranteed in China’s Constitution – is popular for all kinds of grievances in China. Millions of people file petitions with authorities each year. According to official figures, in 2011, almost three quarters of petitions filed by farmers related to land disputes, including evictions. Despite its popularity, petitioning is utterly ineffective – less than 0.2 per cent of petitioners achieve success. Furthermore, there is ample evidence that petitioners experience violence and other ill-treatment at the hands of the local authorities seeking to prevent the petitioners from exposing them to the central leadership or the media.

Amnesty International has recommended the government to ensure that all victims of forced evictions have access to independent and impartial adjudication of their complaints and to an effective remedy.

**LAND SALES AND FORCED EVICTIONS**

The pace of forced evictions in China has accelerated in part because local officials have a fiscal incentive to clear land for development, both in urban and rural parts of the country. Because revenue from selling land leases falls outside the formal State budgetary system, all the proceeds from such transactions go towards local government budgets. Currently, land
sales provide the main source of revenue for local governments in China. In addition, many local government agencies operate their own property development companies.

Local governments derive land revenue in two ways. As regulator, local governments can collect taxes and surcharges on land appreciation and from development projects. As proprietor, they can rent out government-built structures and collect revenue from direct land-lease sales.

Amnesty International has recommended to the Chinese government to prioritize and encourage alternative funding streams for local authorities to ensure that they are not dependent on development-based land sales and construction that are resulting in mass forced evictions.
SECTION 2

CHINA’S EXTRATERRITORIAL OBLIGATIONS

Under international human rights law the Chinese government has a duty to protect against human rights abuses by third parties, including corporate actors. The Committee has clarified that under this duty states should “take steps to prevent human rights contraventions abroad by corporations which have their main seat under their jurisdiction”. Given the increased role of Chinese foreign investment in a number of countries, it is vital that the Chinese authorities outline what measures they are taking to prevent Chinese corporate actors from having negative impacts on economic, social and cultural rights in other countries.

For more than a decade, Chinese government’s “Going Outward” policy has led to a dramatic increase in the amount of capital the Chinese state and non-state companies are investing abroad. Such investment can lead to significant benefits for the host country; however, it also has important implications for human rights, which China must adequately address in order to fulfil its obligations under international law.

Amnesty International’s research into the extractives sector in the Katanga province of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) has found evidence of abuses of economic, social and cultural rights linked with Chinese mining companies’ operations in the region. In particular, the investigation found cases of serious abuses of rights of artisanal miners in which Chinese companies were directly involved. The investigation also found that Chinese companies benefitted from violations of the economic, social and cultural rights of artisanal miners in contexts where they knew – or ought reasonably to have known – the abuses were being carried out. These cases constitute abuses of rights under the Covenant, including the right to work and the right to just and favourable conditions of work, and the right to an adequate standard of living.

Amnesty International recommends that China require all Chinese companies to exercise due diligence in their operations, including operations outside of China and including operations carried out within the context of commercial partnerships with other companies. Due diligence involves companies carrying out assessments of the risks their operations pose to human rights and taking appropriate measures to prevent or mitigate such risks. Due diligence is particularly important in business sectors that are known to pose significant risks to human rights, such as extractive industries and commercial operations that involve the appropriation of land.
SECTION 3
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COVENANT IN HONG KONG SAR

1. ARTICLES 2, 7 AND 11
Amnesty International is concerned about the failure of the authorities in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) to respect, protect and fulfil the economic, social and cultural rights of migrant workers.

Between May and October 2012, Amnesty International interviewed 50 Indonesian migrant domestic workers in Hong Kong. The issues raised in the research are not limited to Indonesians but reflect the problems faced by the wider community of migrant domestic workers irrespective of nationality.

DISCRIMINATORY REGULATIONS ON MINIMUM WAGE
Amnesty International is concerned that the authorities in Hong Kong SAR have not followed up on the Committee's 2005 recommendation "to improv[e] the legal protection and benefits for migrant domestic workers so that they are in line with those afforded to local workers, particularly with regard to wages and retirement benefits".

Hong Kong SAR adopted a Minimum Wage Ordinance in 2011. At the time of writing the Minimum Wage is set at HK$28 (approximately US$3.60) per hour. Section 7.2 of the Ordinance, however, excludes "a person who is employed as a domestic worker in, or in connection with, a household and who dwells in the household free of charge".

Nearly 100 per cent of live-in domestic workers are migrants. Moreover, migrant domestic workers are required under the New Condition of Stay (NCS) of 1987, to reside in the employing household; unlike nationals or other types of workers like on-site care workers, they do not have a choice but to live-in. Therefore, migrant domestic workers are excluded from the Minimum Wage Ordinance. Instead, they fall under a separate and less favourable Minimum Allowable Wage (MAW), which is at the time of writing set at HK$3,920 (approximately US$505) per month.

Where Hong Kong laws and regulations on labour standards either exclude domestic workers completely or provide a lower level of protection to domestic workers than to other workers, the authorities must demonstrate that this distinction does not result in discrimination on the basis of sex, national origin, or any other status. The overwhelming majority of domestic workers in Hong Kong are migrant women. In addition, domestic work generally is a form of work that is most often carried out by women. It involves tasks associated with stereotypical female gender roles, for example cooking, family care, and cleaning. As a result, even exclusions or distinctions that seem neutral (e.g. they apply to all domestic workers) may...
constitute discrimination because they have a disparate impact on a specific population defined by its sex and national origin (migrant women). The authorities must show that there are legitimate reasons for the distinctions made.

PAYMENTS BELOW MINIMUM WAGE
According to Amnesty International’s research, payment below the Minimum Allowable Wage is a significant problem among Indonesian migrant domestic workers in Hong Kong.

Underpaying migrant domestic workers is against the law, which carries a maximum fine of HK$350,000 (approximately US$45,000) and three years’ imprisonment. In reality, however, providing evidence of underpayment by employers is very difficult, as the money is diverted to third parties (e.g. recruitment or placement agencies) or the receipt is falsified making it appear as if the migrant worker is receiving their full salary. As a result, it is extremely difficult for a migrant worker to obtain remedy and back payments.

COMPULSORY LIVE-IN, ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD ARRANGEMENTS
Under Hong Kong’s immigration regulations, migrant domestic workers must “work and reside in the employer’s residence”.

Amnesty International is concerned that this measure increases workers’ isolation and risk of exploitation and abuse. It can also negatively impact on their freedom of movement, access to information, right to privacy and ability to negotiate for better conditions of work. Mandatory live-in requirements have been highlighted as a key risk factor leading to abuse and are not accepted by the ILO Convention No 189 concerning Decent Work for Domestic Workers (Article 9(a)).

According to a Hong Kong SAR government guidebook, employers are required to provide migrant domestic workers with “suitable accommodation and with reasonable privacy”. Sleeping on “make-do beds in the corridor with little privacy or sharing a room with an adult or teenager of the opposite sex” does not meet this criteria. However, Amnesty International’s research found that many Indonesian migrant domestic workers had little or no privacy sleeping in the living room, corridor, bathroom, kitchen or utility room.

Employers are also required to provide migrant domestic workers with food or a food allowance of not less than HK$875 (approximately US$110) per month. However, interviews with Indonesian migrant domestic workers found that many were not given enough to eat nor were they provided with a food allowance. This meant that they had little choice but to supplement by purchasing food with their own money.

FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT REGULATIONS ON RECRUITMENT/AGENCY FEES
Serious indebtedness due to excessive agency fees is common among Indonesian migrant domestic workers. Excessive recruitment or agency fees impact heavily on migrant domestic workers’ ability to secure fair working conditions in Hong Kong.

Regulation 10(2) (Part II of Schedule 2, Cap 57A Employment Agency Regulation) of Hong Kong’s Employment Ordinance sets a maximum of 10 per cent of a worker’s first month salary that a placement (employment) agency can charge for their services. This means that, at the current Minimum Allowable Wage of HK$3,920 (approximately US$505), the
maximum fee agencies in Hong Kong can charge is HK$392 (approximately US$50).

However, Amnesty International’s research has shown that in reality, Indonesian migrant domestic workers normally pay agency fees, through a combination of Indonesian and Hong Kong based agencies, of HK$21,000 (approximately US$2,710) over a seven-month deduction period, which is well in excess of Hong Kong statutory limits. These debts often force workers to accept exploitation and abuse in the workplace.

FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT REGULATIONS ON WEEKLY REST DAYS
Hong Kong’s Employment Ordinance stipulates that “every employee who has been employed by the same employer under a continuous contract shall be granted not less than one rest day in every period of seven days”. A rest day is defined as “a continuous period of not less than 24 hours during which an employee is entitled under Part IV to abstain from working for his employer”. However, Amnesty International’s research demonstrates that denial of rest days is a common problem among Indonesian migrant domestic workers. Even for those who are given a rest day, the period is never a full 24 hours. The organization’s research also indicates that migrants who are on their first contract are more affected by the denial of rest days. Some migrant interviewees have also stated that this is to ensure that workers do not run away or shirk from their responsibility to repay their agency fees.

TWO-WEEK RULE
Under the New Condition of Stay (NCS), 1987, or the Two-Week Rule, migrant domestic workers in Hong Kong must find new employment within two weeks of the expiration or premature termination of their employment contract. Failing that, they must leave Hong Kong.

As research by Amnesty International and other organizations indicate, the inability to find new employment in the two-week time limit leaves migrant domestic workers vulnerable to abuses. Many migrant domestic workers are left with little choice but to remain in abusive and/or exploitative conditions or accept jobs with unfavourable work conditions just to maintain their immigration status. The Two-Week Rule also poses an impediment to migrants’ access to redress mechanisms in Hong Kong and explains in part why they readily agree to pay fees to placement agencies for seven months – to ensure that they have another job that they can go to.

Hong Kong authorities maintain that the “two-week rule” is necessary for maintaining effective immigration control and have not reviewed it with a view to eliminating discriminatory practices and abuse arising from it, as recommended by the Committee in its 2005 Concluding Observations.
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